
A  STINT  IN  TUNISIA

In early September, on my way home from Italy, I spent a week in Tunisia.  A
close  friend  is  working  there  and  it  seemed  an  ideal  opportunity  to  visit  a
country  which  I  otherwise  would,  most  probably,  never  visit.   It  was  also a
country about which I knew only one thing ie ‘Life of Brian’ was filmed there.

Peta is living in the capital city of Tunis and so it was there that I spent the first
part of my week.  Initial impressions……..very hot, chaotic, polluted, choking,
elegant but very shabby, friendly and welcoming.  Very hot, because Tunisia is
boarded by the Mediterranean Sea, Algeria and Libya.  Chaotic, because the
Tunis traffic  is  a  nightmare  and terrifying for  a  pedestrian  tourist.   Polluted,
predominantly with plastic bags and bottles but also with just about anything
which can be placed in rubbish bins (non existent except for a few placed in the
main tourist strip a few months ago) or recycled (not yet part of the local vocab
or psyche).  Choking, because smoking is permitted anywhere and everywhere.
Elegant but very shabby, with a lot of French-colonial architecture.  Friendly and
welcoming, with beautiful  looking people who really want to offer assistance,
although the same question  asked of  five different  people  will  result  in  five
different  answers.   Arabic  is  the official  language and French the unofficial.
Everyone assumed Peta and I were French and so would converse to us in
French, which was fine for her level of the language but which I could only
politely tell them, in French, that I didn’t speak French.

Tunis



Tunisia has a very long history of invasion.  First came the Carthaginians, then
the Romans, then the Arabs, then the Ottomans, then the French and finally
independence in 1957.  Peta was keen to see a few particular places beyond
Tunis and so arranged a three day road trip for us both.  Our mode of transport
was  the  louage,  or  minibus  taxi,  which  has  a  specific  starting  point  and
destination and bus stops in between wherever you choose to hail or demand it
to stop.  Our first night’s destination was the north coast town of Bizerte, locally
known as “the Paris of Tunisia”.  We never did find the part to which that was
referring!  We stayed inside the very old Medina de la Mer which was near an
area that  distinctly  reminded us both of  a Cretan port.   And it  was not  like
cosmopolitan Paris because we seemed to be the only tourists, a fact which we
were both quite happy about.  While there, we took a louage to the northern
beach of Hammamet which had been recommended.  Although the beach and
surrounding area was extremely littered the sea was clean, cooling and lovely.  

Our other two nights were spent inland on an organic farm near the town of
Testour and our reason for being in the region was to visit Dougga, the “best-
preserved Roman small town in North Africa” according to UNESCO.  And it did
not  disappoint!   65 hectares of  ancient  history and, for  the most part,  all  to
ourselves.  We also did a bit of an Audrey Hepburn-style photo shoot with me in
my 1950’s French skirt.  Silly, but fun!



Dougga  - Romano-Berber ruins in Northern Tunisia 

Once back in Tunis Peta was very keen for me to see a part of the medina
where she had lived for her first few weeks.  We entered at the gate next to the
tourist  section,  passed shops filled with touristy products and antiques,  then
wended our way along the crowded, cobble stoned alleys until we were, quite
suddenly, on our own in a completely residential section.  It felt like a secret
place,  kept  hidden  from  the  tourist  hoards,  and  it  was  beautiful.   Clean,
exotically historic and really tranquil. 



Tunis - Medina

A week in one country doesn’t sound like very long and yet the freneticness and
the bombardment to the senses, particularly via the nose, made a week feel
long  enough  for  me.  But  considering  the  adventuresome  nature  of  PID
members  perhaps  Tunisia  may  be  a  place  which  is  added  to  their  lists  of
possible travel destinations?    

        


